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Moon takes Center 
Stage tonight

Kuniko Yagi
Outside the Adventure Science Center, 

it  is  fifeen  hours  until  the  collision 
tonight, and already a large group of peo-
ple have gathered.

“We're  checking our  equipment,  get-
ting things packed for  tonight,  and hon-
estly,  just  socializing.   We're  a  very 
friendly bunch”, relates Jim Tuner, a vol-
unteer  site  leader as  he checks  an enor-
mous pair of binoculars.  “Tonight is sort 
of our night to shine”.

Tey are a gathering of several of the 
local amateur astronomy clubs, drawn to-
gether by tonight's historic event.  Many 
have  expensive  camera  equipment  and 
plan to memorialize the scene, while oth-
ers  are  content  just  to  see  it  with  their 
own eyes.

Sue-Pat  Tansy,  37 of  Antioch,  was at 
the  gathering  and  explained  why  she 
wasn't  going  to  photograph anything.  “I 
know several people who are going to spe-
cial  spots  where  they  can  [photograph] 
the event with Nashville landmarks in the 
foreground.  At least  three  are trying to 
frame it in the AT&T spires.  I'm just go-
ing with the crowd to see it myself.  Tere 
will be plenty of pictures the next day all 
over the Internet”.

“Tis is a party for us.  It's a chance to 
get  together and be excited about  some-
thing most people take for granted”.

When and Where:  Look to the skies 
at 1:02am, and focus on the north side of 
the moon.  An arc of material should shine 
bright as the meteor hits and forms a new 
crater.   Scientists  will  be  watching  with 
special equipment to determine the chemi-
cal composition of the lunar surface.  

While  it  is  uncertain  how visible  the 
event will be, it should be able to be seen 
from all  of  Nashville.  Binoculars or low 
powered  telescopes  will  assist,  however 
the  collision  should  be  visible  to  those 
with good eyesight.

Senator appointed 
Health Chairman

Danyele McPherson
Freshman  State  Legislator  Josiah 

Markelson had leveraged his history as an 
active Nashville City Council member and 
connections  with  the  major  hospitals  in 
the  area  to  secure  a  seat  in  the  State 
Health Commitee.   He flled the role  as 
secretary for the commitee, leif vacant by 
the departure of Senator Wolk.

Tuesday's  unexpected  resignation  of 
Senator and Chairman Bob Dove,  due to 
allegations of sexual improprieties leif the 
chair  open,  which  commitee  bylaws 
stated should be flled by the secretary.

“It is very rare that such a new Senator 
should become chair of a major commitee 
like this”, said pundit Rick Coy, “but it is 
unlikely to be overturned,  given Markle-
son's history of work in the city's  health 
commission”.

Bob Dove's spokesperson had no com-
ment on the mater.

Cancer rates higher 
but stable

Joshua Valentine
A panel of local health agencies have 

announced that the recent rise in cancer 
cases  has  ended,  with  rates  higher  than 
previously recorded.

“We still  have no explanation for  the 
rise  in  cases”,  said  lead  investigator  Dr. 
Audrey  Seimens.   “We  will  continue  to 
monitor the situation and seek an explana-
tion”.

Funding  for  the  task  force  ended  on 
Wednesday.

Lunar Collision will be “Spectacle of the Night” 

People all over Nashville are expected to be watching the event occurring at 1:02am early Sunday  
morning.



Nashville Unveiled - Requiem
Street Rumors
These  are  loose  rumors  that  have 

popped  up  between  the  last  game and 
now.  Your Storyteller is not to be trusted: 
some rumors listed here may be false or 
dead ends.  Suggested rolls for downtime 
actions are given following some rumors, 
but  feel  free  to  use anything you want. 
What you roll determines the  type of in-
formation, and the number of successes 
determines the amount of information.

Don't forget to read the newspaper 
for the PUBLIC news to look into!

Te  Hipster  Killer  is  loose! 
Somebody  is  killing  trend-seters 
and the cool people!

Tere's a cure for Jump addic-
tion.  

Tonight
the

world
Ends

Kindred Rumors
These  are  loose  rumors  that  have 

popped  up  between  the  last  game and 
now.  Your Storyteller is not to be trusted: 
some rumors listed here may be false or 
dead ends.  Suggested rolls for downtime 
actions are given following some rumors, 
but  feel  free  to  use anything you want. 
What you roll determines the  type of in-
formation, and the number of successes 
determines the amount of information.

Don't forget to read the newspaper 
for the PUBLIC news to look into!

Many  rumors  are  now 
handed to players, based on 
their  connections.   Find 
them in character!

Now  that  Vampire  Killer,  Were-
wolf Killer and Zombie Killer bullets 
have   appeared  in  local  gun  stores, 
they are selling like hotcakes.  Boxes 
of the shells come with free “World 
War  Z”  targets,  the  best  selling  of 
which are the Brad Pit ones.

Te  Parthenon  is  held  by  some 
kind of supernaturals.  We all knew 
that.  But now that the city has of-
cially  poked  their  nose  into  their 
space, what will the ramifcations be?

Te  Carthians  are  up  to  some-
thing.   Lots  of  banner  waving  and 
meetings.  Tey march into Elysium 
and muter in each other's ears.

Lots of ghouls around.  People are 
calming down... but what is with all 
the ghouls?

Dead bodies have started appear-
ing around town.  Oddly, they seem 
to  be  piling  up  in  the  best  hunting 
grounds.  

You know that loner Crone, Billy 
Snopes?  He claims that there's some-
thing buried that will awaken in the 
Spring.  With all the end of the world 
stuf, I'd be surprised if we even see 
Spring.

Feeding Resistance: 3



Recently...
Last Game – While looking for answers, we spoke to the heathen gods of the Circle of the Crone.  Alas, we 

also found that the Parthenon is claimed by another powerful group. 

Previously – Werewolves, Spirits and Towers, oh my!  Hunters were hunted, and prophecies investigated.

Previously – Mortals who are addicted to vitae are atracting hunters cashing in on their needs.  In addition, 
gourmet clients have found that the Kindred of the city are quite the trendy cuisine.

Previously - Blinded by the light – and although our trigger happy friends did not actually burn up, what-
ever it was that fashed them certainly  felt like sunlight... and the Beast reacted appropriately.  Meanwhile, 
zombie walks are geting way too realistic, and a strange, unknown creature slinks through the streets.

Announcements
Holiday schedule:

Dec 1 – Garou

Dec 8 – Lost/Requiem

Dec 15 – Garou

Dec 22 – No game (Christmas)

Dec 29 – No game (New Year)

Storyteller: Evan Edwards
evan@cheshirehall.net 

@JWokky
(814) 889-8845
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